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Initial Consultation with Dallas Interior Designer to
Assess Design Needs
A detailed meeting will be held at your residential or commercial space to
discuss in depth the needs and desires of your space. This process allows ideas
to be verbalized and includes discussion of client’s vision, design style and color
schemes preferred. At this time we will discuss your budget and timeline to
complete the space. The Baker Design Group Interior Designer Team will also
take complete measurements and photos of design space to assure furniture
size and placement are maximized and functional for your family and company.

Interior Design Team Utilizes Design Planning Programs
and Creates Clients Design Plan
After the initial consultation meeting, your Interior Design Team will begin to
design and source product for your specific space as discussed in the Initial
Consultation. This process is expected to take a couple of weeks to compile as
often times we use our CAD and space planning methods to maximize the
functionality of the space. With over 22 years of being in the industry, Baker
Design Group has been afforded a deep reservoir of selections and case good
pricing. Baker Design Group is one of a few Interior Design companies in the
Dallas area that represents leading custom furniture lines.
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Design Plans are Presented to Client
A detailed design plan is presented to the client that will often times include
CAD drawings, Renderings, Textiles, Upholstery with the actual fabric
samples, case goods, photos, paint and wall covering options, and flooring
samples. Often times several options will be presented and discussed at the
time of the meeting to make sure the needs and desires of the client are met.

Design Plan Implementation Begins
Once the final design plan is agreed upon, your interior designer will begin to
order and monitor your design plan to assure it’s deliveries work with‐in the
time line that has been agreed upon. Baker Design Group has a receiving
warehouse manager that manages each client’s jobs and estimated arrival
time. The warehouse manager will carefully inspect all items arriving to assure
they are delivered complete as anticipated. Our goal is to make sure the project
runs as smooth as possible and is a fun, exciting and a stress‐free process for
our client.
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Design Implementation
Depending on the scope of the project, the Baker Design Group team will install
the full project within a one to two day time‐frame. The design team strives to
complete home or commercial space at one time so the client comes back to a
beautifully completed space.
Our Interior Designers here at Baker Design Group will make the experience of
designing your space more enjoyable than you ever thought possible. Sit back
and watch your space be transformed.
We are excited to Change the Way You Live and Work!

QUESTIONNAIRE
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